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Spring recitals a great success  
The students of CCoM did themselves proud this year in our Spring recitals.  It is truly unique 
to our school that we bring together multi instrument shows to display the developments of 
students in every discipline.  Most of our students performed in the two shows and we hope 
you enjoyed it too.  Upcoming performances will include community shows including coffee 
shops and open mic nights.

SIGMA GUITARS 
We are very excited to have sourced, tested and confirmed 
a new line of guitars to add to our offerings. Sigma Guitars 
offer a fantastic blend of craftsmanship, tone and 
affordability.  Above all they are remarkably easy to play, 
thanks to slim neck profiles, shallow body depth and 
classic body size types.  They fit right in the middle of the 
market but play and sound like high end guitars.  No doubt due to the fact that these guitars 
have been built under the strict standards of CF Martin & Co!  Watch for our upcoming 
reviews of these instruments.  To enhance the playability, each guitar sold will be given an 
optimal set up from CCoM.
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Welcome New 
Students 

✦ Claire Freiburger

✦ Jordan Hall

✦ Jordan Faber

✦ Nickahly, Micah 
Ivey

✦ Erykah Lewis

✦ Ryleigh Obrien

✦ Emily Piazza

✦ Jhylien Prosser

✦ Ella Walker

✦ Melissa Walker

✦ Nathan Walker

✦ Neveah, Jayda 
Mitchell

✦ The Wunderkeys 
kids

✦ Adam, James 
Domingo

✦ Isabella Dealmeida

✦ Kenadie Rose

✦ Ella Lucuta

SPRING 2015

Request your copy of the morning recital on DVD.
Generously filmed and edited by Jim McIsaac,  the morning recital 

featured Piano, Guitar, Drums, Voice and Violin.  

Send us your pics!
We would also love to see your pictures from our recitals this year.  If 
you are happy to share, please do send us a couple of photos for our 

gallery, or tag us on the Facebook page. 
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Teacher Talk
James 

I have had so many highlights this year, a lot of my students are starting to perform well and are in transit through to high 
grades.  It's really great to see and hear students perform repertoire that has been a challenge.  Some of my newest students are 
very promising too, which brings me to a Guitar highlight, teaching from the Berklee Press's wonderful intro methods " BASIC 
GUITAR PHASES 1&2".  It's full of duets and trio's, which are perfect for student and teacher to play together.  Some students 
are already at level 2.

Amy 

Lots of activity in my studio. I decided winter needed an extra push, so my 
students have been practicing the snowflakes away in our room and are soon in 
store for a spring treat.  I'm thrilled with my beginner violin students and 
having fun playing duets together.  Pianists of all levels are honing their 
technique with pentascale and scale superstar challenges - Leila has quite the 
rainbow of completed keys.  Check out our Piano Maestro rank chart - we love 
playing along in this app together and many students are nearing  or passing 
rank 20 (Alana, Jake, Kelsey, Olivia, Stephanie). Finally, I was really 
excited to get a new rhythm cup book, so get ready for some wild moves and 
hilarious tricky rhythms as we keep tapping and passing our way through the 
levels.  If you're looking for an easy way to do some composing, try 
downloading the Medly app - all the sample music was created by my student 
Josh!

Laila 

My Violin and Piano schedule is so busy! I love it.  My students performed very 
well at the recital and I am really pleased with the participation this year.  I am 
looking forward to working with James and Amy to bring together some fiddle 
and guitar groups this summer.  I am also very pleased with my students for 
working hard on their scales, well done to Sophie Herteis for winning the 
scale a day challenge.

 Krista 

I am really enjoying teaching all of my great students!  Good recital guys!  My 
beginners are learning to play beautiful legato ( playing one note until next one 
is pressed).  My intermediates are are learning to pedal beautifully and my 
advanced students are dabbling at songwriting and chording - welcome 
Melissa to grade 8 flute.  I am proud of you all!
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REFERRAL PROGRAM 
CONTINUES
Thanks to all who participated in our 
referral program.  We are happy to 
welcome many friends of our current 
excellent students.  We hope you 
enjoyed the $40 discount on your 
lesson membership.  This program will 
remain active for all enrolled students, 
we love referrals and hope you will 
continue to help spread the word 
about our school.

Here's how it works......

Refer a friend to sign up for our 8 week 
introduction, which includes registration, 
FREE instrument loan, FREE first book and8 
half hour private lessons.  You will receive a 
$40 credit towards your next month of fees.

INTRODUCING.....

Sam (Drums, & Guitar) 

I am happy to be back at CCoM, and really 
enjoying the Drum program that the school 
offers, it's a joy to teach!  I am looking 
forward to meeting some more students as I 
open up a weeknight for lessons on top of 
Saturdays.

Vanessa (Piano) 

As of last month, I am pleased to become a 
member of the CCoM team as a junior 
teacher.  Playing piano has always been my 
passion and I am enjoying sharing my love for 
music with my students.  My new students 
are doing very well and showing great 

interest.   I look forward to getting to know 
everyone better and see my students develop 
into young musicians.

 

Stay tuned for information on New 
Summer Programs & Fall Pre-registration 

in the coming weeks!
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